(1.1) /(0) ~ 2 by sin v0, E *>, sin v0 = f"(0).
Suppose that /(+0) exists and is greater than 0, that is/(0) has a simple jump 2/(+0) at 0=0. We say that the series (1.1) presents Gibbs' phenomenon, if (1.2) lim sup sn(fln) > /(+ 0), as 0" J 0. exists, and lim sup sn{0n)>j/2, we say that the series (1.1) presents a generalized Gibbs' phenomenon at 0 = 0; j is the generalized jump of/(0) at 0 = 0. Our aim is to find general conditions for/(0) |or its Fourier coefficients, which imply a Gibbs' phenomenon.
It is known that the jumpj is closely connected with the asymptotic behavior of the sequence {nb"}; on the other hand " sin v0n l v is a linear transform of with the triangular matrix a", = j'_1 sin v0", v -1, 2, • • • , n. In a previous paper we have discussed the relationship of the transform " sin v6n
T"(0") -£ r,-■ i to the Cesäro means of the sequence {t"}. As an application we have proved the presence of a Gibbs' phenomenon under general assumptions and we gave new formulae for the determination of the jump 2/(4-0). More general results are given in the present paper; the knowledge of (3) is not assumed.
We consider trigonometric linear transforms, related to T". We discuss in particular the transforms In §5 we prove a theorem on (C, 2) summability of the sequence {nbn\ for Fourier series.
We shall make repeated use of the well known theorem:
Theorem A. The convergence of a sequence {rn} implies the convergence of We /Äew Aaae lim 7\, =cr lim Tn-f-Zi"0^7"»-um Tn)(2)-2. The average (1/2) { Tn(dn) + Tn(<pn)} =Bn. On putting pn = l in Theorem 2 of our paper [3] we get easily the following theorem. awa* that a {a) = fö(t~l sin f)^ Äas /Äe ja we value for all limit points a of the sequence {ndn}, and the same value for all limit points ß of the sequence {n<p"}; then
It-*oo
For the special case (/>n=ir/« see Rogosinski [l, 2] . We next assume (C, 2) lim t"=t. Let r"' =ZiT"> Tn=Zir'' then our assumption is: 2t"/w2->t. We write a°t" = r", At" = t" -t«+i, a2tn = a(at"); then 5r* 2 2 sin v0" + sin j><£" 2 f sin (» -
sin n6n + sin n(b") 2 sin w0n + sin n<j>n -2-> +T.
- (2) The statement at the beginning of §2 in [3] should be corrected accordingly; it does not affect the rest of the paper. Thus in view of (2.1) z>2 2 sin j<0n 4-sin v<t>" < (el + <t>l) Z "s = o(i).
We have thus proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose that (C, 2) lim t"=t, </>">0, 0"^O, «0" = O(1), «<p" = «0" + (2/x -l)7r+0(l/w), /x aw integer greater than or equal to 1, and that ff(a) = Jot-1 sin tdl has the same value for all limit points a of the sequence \nBn). Then lim Bn = (t/2) {<j{a)+ir(a + (2ß~l)r)}. [November i *" h i n n n ' (3.1) = E E tr*r, sin v0« = X) """'t-xS sin ^ = E CnvT" where (3.2)
Thus nHn =2ZT\Cnv-Cn."+1)ry. + Cnntu. We first prove the following theorem. + E E 0* + 1 1 v+l
hence il" = 0(l). Thus, in order that i?" has a limit whenever w_1r"' tends to a limit t, the additional condition is that J n ^ n n lim --E On» = lim -E "_1 E sin "0« = «t ■dt.
f.
and, from the mean value theorem, We have from (3.1)
n-2 «77» -2~2 T" A2C"" + 7-"_l(Cn,"_l -2C"") 4" T" C"", 1 where wC""=sin «0" = O(1), and
Furthermore, using (2.4) and (3.8),
£ "21 A2C" Evidently 0<a"v-»0 as n->°° ; hence a necessary and sufficient condition that for every convergent sequence t"->t the sequence 5" has a limit or is that lim ^^", = a exists (from Theorem A). Now Theorem 5. In order that for every convergent sequence t"-*t the transform 5"=ZiT»(lcos J'0n)/''20n Aas a /iw«'/, is necessary and sufficient that lim"_M 6n = ß, 0= <x>, exists. We then have Sn-+rg(ß), where g(ß) = /o(/_1 sin Qtll -(1-cos ß)/ß£ir/2.
We now assume only «-1^r»-»r, or w_1r"'->r. We have S»=Ei_1(ö'« -an,v+i)r,' 4-ßji«r"'; and the additional condition for the existence of hence (4.3) reduces to 0~1EZ"_1*'_11 cos vdn-cos (y4-l)0n| =0(1), as n-*«>, or 2>_1|sin ("4-l/2)0n| =0(1).
But this condition is equivalent to w0" = O(l) (cf. [3, §2] ). Thus we have the following: Theorem 6. The transform S" =Z*T»(1 -cos vdn)/v28n) has a limit for every sequence {t"} which is summable (C, 1) to r, if and only if lim ndn=ß< oo e#-üte. We then have Sn->Tg(ß).
We finally assume (C, 2) lim r" = t; using the formula X) a"T" = Z T"A a, 4-tB_i(a,_j -2a") 4-rBan, i i
we now get for the existence of lim Sn the additional conditions 
+ -j--0»
In particular sin2 w0"/2 =O(0") =o(l), hence w0"-»/3 = 2X7r, X an integer. We assume X>0; on putting w0" = 2X?r4-2en, €"-+0, we must have sin2 (Xir 4" «n) = sin2 «" = 0((Xx 4" «»)/«) = 0(1/»), or e" =0(1/«1/2). To satisfy (4.5) the additional condition is sin2 (« -1)0" = 0(0«), or (sin nd" cos 0"-cos nOn sin 0")2 = O(l/«), which reduces to our previous condition. We finally show that now (4.4) is also satisfied. We have Using this inequality, the left side of (4.4) is less than J2i~2v26l<n3e3" = 0(l).
This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 7. The transform Sn has a limit <tt (with <rj=0) for every sequence {r"} which is summable (C, 2) to t if and only if «0" = 2(X7r4-e"), e* = 0(n~112),
X an integer greater than 0. We then have £"->r/23x'r/-1 sin / dt = Ttr(2\ir).
5. (C, 2) summability of {nbn} for sine series. We shall prove the following theorem. 
